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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1981: Still Want to Fight? 

“I ... I’ll submit to you!” 

Although Ye Yuan said it casually, like discussing it with Daoless, he knew that Ye Yuan was not joking 

with him. 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and said, “I’ll take you in right now. Don’t resist; otherwise, bear the 

consequences yourself.” 

The corners of Daoless’s mouth twitched slightly. He was very unwilling in his heart. 

He, an exalted quasi-emperor level powerhouse, actually ended up as a little fellow’s slave. How to 

make him accept this? 

Except, being under people’s roof, there was no choice but to lower one’s head. 

At this time, it was not up to him anymore as well. 

Finally managed to come out of the seal, but the result was such an outcome. 

He was unwilling! 

Right at this time, a profound energy was directly absorbed by Daoless, disappearing. 

There was Dustless suppressing inside the Soul Suppressing Pearl, so Ye Yuan naturally did not need to 

worry. 

He was originally planning on directly wiping Daoless out. But on second thought, although this Daoless 

lost all of his memories, he was after all a powerhouse in the ancient era. 

Perhaps one day, Ye Yuan could use him. 

“Brother Ye, let’s hurry up and leave. Those bone devils aren’t weak. If they return, we likely can’t avoid 

a tough fight too,” Song Yu reminded him. 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and brought everyone away. 

Who could have thought that as soon as they came out of the cave, they ran into a few people head-on? 

Who could they be if not Zuo Mo, Feng Xiaotian, and the others? 

But currently, those weak children of destiny around him already disappeared. Most likely, they had 

already fallen. 

The moment Zuo Mo and Feng Xiaotian saw Ye Yuan and the rest, their faces immediately changed. 

Taking a look at the cave behind Ye Yuan and the rest, Zuo Mo said in a solemn voice, “Why are you guys 

here? Could it be that ... that Empyrean remains have already been taken by you all?” 

Feng Xiaotian’s pupils also shrunk slightly, but what he paid attention to was different from Zuo Mo. 
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“Song Yu, you actually broke through! No, wait, you all ... All of you broke through?” 

Feng Xiaotian discovered that not only did Song Yu break through to become a Fourth Firmament True 

God, but the others also made great progress in strength apart from Ye Yuan, breaking through more 

than a minor realm. 

Each and every one of them was practically almost breaking through to be a Fourth Firmament True God 

already. 

Just what kind of heaven-defying lucky chance did these guys encounter? To actually be able to 

breakthrough collectively? 

With Feng Xiaotian saying so, Zuo Mo also noticed it. This shock was by no means insignificant. 

He and Zuo Mo two people were both in possession of the emperor surmounting auras. Previously, they 

had also each encountered a great lucky chance before barely managing to break through, becoming 

Fourth Firmament True Gods. 

As for the others who followed them, they were not so lucky. 

But Song Yu’s squad actually collectively broke through. This kind of fortuitous encounter was simply 

fantastical! 

Song Yu was merely an imperial aura. This made Zuo Mo and Feng Xiaotian actually somewhat look 

down on him. 

But who knew that Song Yu this group of people actually caught up with his footsteps without making a 

sound. 

“Heh, are you very surprised? I, having a mere imperial aura, actually kept up with the cultivation speed 

of you all, these emperor surmounting auras!” Song Yu said with a smug face. 

Feng Xiaotian had a gloomy look, clearly being choked badly as he said in a solemn voice, “Let me ask 

you, was the Empyrean’s remains taken away by you all?” 

Song Yu said with a cold smile, “So what if yes?” 

A cold light appeared in Zuo Mo’s eyes as he said in a cold voice, “Hand it over and I’ll spare you guys 

from death!” 

He currently broke through to the Fourth Firmament True God Realm, making his confidence 

overflowing. 

With Feng Xiaotian’s cooperation, he did not believe that Song Yu could still stir up any waves. 

As for Ye Yuan’s strength, although it was troublesome, they already broke through to middle-stage True 

God Realm. The power span in the middle was massive. 

Even if Ye Yuan had empyrean spirit treasures, it simply impossible to be their match anymore too! 

“Heh heh, what high-sounding sentiments! If you have the ability, come take it yourselves!” Song Yu said 

with a cold laugh. 



“Humph! Reckless and blind thing! Westbound Moon Treading!” 

After he was done talking, Zuo Mo did not say a word. Raising his hand, it was an incomparably swift and 

fierce sword move. 

Song Yu was not careless either, raising his sword and advancing. The two people clashed together. 

Breaking through to the middle-stage True God Realm, the two people’s commotion was tremendous, 

more than a magnitude stronger than before. 

By the side, Feng Xiaotian’s figure moved and was about to join the battle, fighting two-on-one. 

Suddenly, a figure blocked in front of him and said coolly, “Your opponent is me.” 

Feng Xiaotian looked at Ye Yuan and said with a sneer, “Punk, do you really think that you’re invincible 

by having two empyrean spirit treasures?” 

Ye Yuan was still indifferent as he said, “You can give it a try.” 

Feng Xiaotian’s face fell and he said with a cold snort, “Fine, then I’ll let you take a look at the might of 

middle-stage True God Realm!” 

Bang! 

The moment he released a powerful world power, everyone’s faces could not help changing. 

Feng Xiaotian’s strength was more than a level stronger than when fighting with Ye Yuan before. 

There was a massive gulf between Fourth Firmament True God Realm and Third Firmament True God 

Realm. 

Still the same moves, but the power already could not be mentioned in the same breath. 

“Heh, as long as I kill you, I can similarly obtain a massive lucky chance. The empyrean spirit treasures on 

you are mine! Nine Firmament Jade Dragon Sword, go and die!” 

Feng Xiaotian laughed loudly, the swift and fierce sword light chopping over towards Ye Yuan. 

This time, Ye Yuan did not take out the Stellar War Banner. 

He slowly shut his eyes, his body becoming deathly still. 

He looked just like a dead person. 

Just as Feng Xiaotian released that ray of sword light, Ye Yuan’s eyes suddenly snapped open. 

“Life and Death Seal!” 

Life and death; two completely different kinds of concepts interweaved and emerged, turning into an 

extremely powerful seal, meeting Feng Xiaotian’s sword light. 

Bang! 

Feng Xiaotian’s figure was directly struck flying out backward, flying straight for several hundred feet 

before barely managing to stabilize his figure. 



He looked at Ye Yuan with an astonished face, full of apprehension in his eyes. 

How did this guy know such a powerful seal? 

Using this seal with Second Firmament True God strength, he actually fought to a draw with him? 

“What seal is this? It actually gave me a feeling of being enlightened!” 

“This seal actually gave me a composure that sees through life and death. It turns out that this kid’s 

divine essence martial technique is actually so strong!” 

“Brother Ye really keeps things to his own self. I didn’t expect that he actually still had this kind of 

inconceivable seal!” 

... 

Regardless of whether it was the people on Zuo Mo’s side or the people on Song Yu’s side, their gazes 

when looking at Ye Yuan currently was incomparably shocked. 

They all thought that Ye Yuan relied on the power of empyrean spirit treasures to be so arrogant. 

But now, they all knew that they were wrong. 

Absurdly wrong! 

Even without utilizing empyrean spirit treasures, Ye Yuan’s own strength was also powerful until it was 

sufficient to rival Fourth Firmament True God! 

This Life and Death Seal was precisely the second seal art of the Three-Lives Nirvana Seal. 

Living two lifetimes, Ye Yuan’s comprehension of this set of seal art was far stronger than others. 

This kind of epiphany after experiencing life and death was not what these children of destiny could 

compare to. 

After breaking through to the Origin Pill Realm, Ye Yuan’s divine essence was already adequate to 

display this second seal. 

Exhibiting it now, the power was indeed extraordinary. 

Facing off against the Fourth Firmament True God Feng Xiaotian, he actually faintly suppressed him! 

“Still want to fight?” Ye Yuan looked at Feng Xiaotian and said with a smile that was not a smile. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1982: Falling into Heavy Encirclement 

Over there, Song Yu and Zuo Mo also stopped. 

The reason why Zuo Mo chose to take action was that he was certain that Song Yu’s side was not a 

match for him. There was only him, a Fourth Firmament True God. 

But who knew that Ye Yuan only used the Life and Death Seal and actually overpowered Feng Xiaotian. 

This result seriously greatly exceeded his expectations. 
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Zuo Mo looked at Ye Yuan and said with a cold smile, “This Empyrean’s remains was discovered by us 

first. We even lured away the bone devils from this place, but you all took forcible possession of it. 

Where’s the logic?” 

Couldn’t beat, started to talk about reason! 

Ye Yuan laughed in spite of himself and said, “You saw it and it’s yours? I saw you now, I want to take 

you as my slave, will you be or not?” 

“Pffft!” 

Everyone guffawed with laughter. 

Zuo Mo was enraged until his expression was livid ,and he said in a solemn voice, “Ye Yuan, don’t you be 

rampant! Could it be that you’re really planning on fighting it out to the bitter end?” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Fighting it out to the bitter end? You also need to have the ability to do so first! If 

we really continue fighting, who lives and who dies is still not known! Moreover, you all are also aiming 

for that Qilin emperor bone, right? Don’t talk about having a life and death struggle. If you get injured in 

this Bone Devil Ridge, I want to see how you snatch that emperor bone.” 

Zuo Mo and Feng Xiaotian’s expressions choked up, not expecting that Ye Yuan was actually also aiming 

for the emperor bone. 

With this, it was troublesome. 

At that time, a fierce struggle could not be avoided. 

Ye Yuan looked at Zuo Mo two people and said with a smile that was not a smile, “Moreover, me 

keeping this Empyrean’s remains is also considered saving your lives. If not, you Zuo Mo ... probably 

wouldn’t be Zuo Mo anymore now.” 

Zuo Mo thought that Ye Yuan was deliberately mocking him and said in a great rage, “Punk, don’t show 

off your cleverness after coming off cheap!” 

But the Song Yu by the side sneered and said, “Who’s showing off after coming off cheap? Ye Yuan 

didn’t bluff you. This Empyrean’s remains is simply a hoax. That Empyrean powerhouse sealed a wisp of 

his remnant soul inside the remains. As long as you refine the remains, that Empyrean powerhouse will 

come out to seize possession! Heh, consider yourself lucky that you didn’t get the remains.” 

Zuo Mo and Feng Xiaotian’s faces changed when they heard it. Clearly, they had not thought that there 

was still such a thing. 

But very soon, Zuo Mo recovered and said with a cold smile, “Since that’s the case, why are you guys 

completely fine?” 

Song Yu smiled and said, “How can Brother Ye’s means be what you can surmise?” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Talk to them about these for what? Let’s go.” 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan brought Song Yu and the rest, and left straightaway. 



Zuo Mo and Feng Xiaotian two people exchanged a glance, but they still did not make a move in the end. 

Just as Ye Yuan said, the emperor bone was the end goal. 

If they expended too much effort here, no one could obtain the emperor bone in the end. They might 

even endanger their lives. 

... 

The more one went into the depths of the Bone Devil Ridge, the more soul-stirring the undulations 

coming from the inner area that the person would experience. 

Along the way, Ye Yuan’s party also encountered quite a number of powerful bone devils and even 

suffered the besieging of a group of bone devils. But under Ye Yuan and Song Yu’s powerful strength, 

the perils were turned into safety. 

But they also discovered that the deeper in, the stronger the bone devils. 

These bone devils were very hard to deal with. Their defensive power was extremely strong, being 

comparable to the sixth transformation golden body. 

Once tangled by a group of bone devils, it would also be too much for a middle-stage True God Realm to 

bear. 

Fortunately, the strengths of Ye Yuan, Song Yu, and the rest, were all at the top among those in the 

same rank. Along the way, there were more scares than dangers. 

“Brother Ye, why do I feel like there seems to be something controlling these bone devils?” Song Yu 

suddenly said. 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and said, “Even the Empyrean’s remains were that troublesome, let alone the 

emperor bone. I feel that these bone devils might be controlled by the emperor bone.” 

Song Yu’s expression changed slightly, and he said, “The bone devils that we’re encountering now are 

basically all First Firmament and Second Firmament True God Realm strength already. Advancing 

further, we’ll probably run into middle-stage True God Realm bone devils!” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “This is also something that can’t be helped. Middle-stage True God Realm 

bone devils will definitely be encountered. What I’m worried about now is whether or not there will be 

late-stage True God Realm, even Empyrean Realm bone devils. If that’s the case ... it will be 

troublesome!” 

When everyone heard that, their expressions changed slightly. 

If there were Empyrean Realm bone devils, they probably would not be able to even escape. 

But this kind of thing, no one knew as well. 

Circling around a patch of jagged strange rocks, the line of vision suddenly became widened. 

The faces of Ye Yuan and the rest suddenly changed, being dumbstruck with shock by the scene before 

their eyes. 



On the flat ground ahead, countless bones piled up together, and they actually piled into an enormous 

mountain. 

At the top of the mountain, where one’s vision could reach, a thick and large golden bone displayed on 

it. 

The aura emitting off of that bone made Ye Yuan’s heart palpitate too. 

“This ... How many powerhouses’ skeletons pile up to form it?!” Song Yu’s expression changed slightly as 

he said. 

Even if they were all powerhouses of a region, seeing this spectacular sight that made people’s hair 

stand on end, they still could not resist being somewhat shocked. 

One had to now, those that died in the Ancient God Battlefield, the lowest was also Celestial Deity 

Realm martial artists. 

Among these skeletons, no idea how many Celestial Deity Realm powerhouses and how many True God 

Realms powerhouses there were. 

Or ... how many Empyrean powerhouses there were! 

“You all wait here; I’ll go take a look.” Ye Yuan said. 

Song Yu’s expression changed, and he said, “No way! It’s too dangerous for you to go over alone, let’s go 

together!” 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “No need. You all coordinate with me here. If there are any sudden 

turn of events, everybody must run immediately. Don’t hesitate.” 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan leaped and galloped at full speed toward that bone mountain. 

This Ancient God Battlefield was a very peculiar place. Ye Yuan’s spatial shift could not be used at all. 

Hence, he could only walk by feet. 

His speed was extremely fast, arriving at just several tens of thousands of feet away from that bone 

mountain in a blink of an eye. 

This distance was merely a matter of a twinkling of an eye to the Origin Pill Realm Ye Yuan. 

But right at this time, an abnormality suddenly occurred! 

The emperor bone at the top of the mountain gave off a faint golden light. 

Then, a scene that made people’s countenance change occurred. 

Countless skeletons crawled up from the ground, forming into a bone devil army in virtually a blink of an 

eye! 

The strength was these bone devils were extremely formidable. The weakest also had peak Celestial 

Deity Realm strength. 



“Not good, this is a trap! That emperor bone was waiting for people to go over!” Song Yu’s face changed 

drastically as he turned pale with fright and said. 

However, it was already too late. 

Ye Yuan was currently in the center of this open field. Even if he wanted to run, he could not run at all. 

In a blink of an eye, Ye Yuan was engulfed by the bone devil army. 

This bone devil army was different from the battle spirit army previously. Their strength was more than 

ten times stronger. 

Observing with a slight glance, Song Yu discovered that there were quite a few middle-stage True God 

Realm bone devils. 

This line-up practically made people despair. 

“Hahaha! I didn’t expect it! Really didn’t expect it! This brat actually served at the vanguard and fell into 

the bone devil army. I want to see whether this brat dies or not this time!” 

Right at this time, a burst of loud laughter sounded out behind Song Yu. It was Zuo Mo and the rest who 

just happened to arrive. 

Seeing Ye Yuan fall into the bone devil army by himself, he and Feng Xiaotian were simply delighted. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1983: Won’t Die 

Amidst the bone devil army, although Ye Yuan was startled, he did not lose his bearings. 

With the Stellar War Banner erupting, it immediately shattered a group of bone devils to dust. Even 

Third Firmament True Gods were no exception either. 

With Ye Yuan’s present divine essence strength, the power when controlling the Stellar War Banner was 

more than a level stronger than before. Third Firmament True Gods were completely incapable of 

lasting a single exchange with him. 

The true threat were those Fourth Firmament True God bone devils. 

But Ye Yuan was not worried. Relying on two empyrean spirit treasures, even Fourth Firmament True 

Gods would also find it hard to get close. 

Ye Yuan was different from the rest; his divine essence was incomparably pure. His ability to have 

prolonged battles was extremely strong. 

This degree of consumption was nothing to him. 

But Zuo Mo and Feng Xiaotian did not think so. Seeing Ye Yuan demonstrate his invincible might with 

the stellar war banner, they only smiled coldly in response. 

“Heh, relying on the power of a spirit treasure to linger on with your dying breath, but the consumption 

of spirit treasures on divine essence is tremendous. I want to see how long you can sustain!” 
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Zuo Mo smiled coldly, it was just that the sour note in his words could not be concealed no matter what. 

Two empyrean spirit treasures! He was incredibly envious! 

“According to this degree of consumption, at most an hour and his divine essence will be exhausted. At 

that time, he can only be at other people’s mercy.,” Feng Xiaotian also said. 

While the two people spoke, the shock in their hearts was not any bit less. 

There were at least five or six Fourth Firmament True God bone devils around Ye Yuan. But Ye Yuan 

actually did not reveal the slightest hint of defeat under the combined attacks of so many bone devils. 

This kind of strength was already sufficiently shocking. 

One had to know, when Ye Yuan was facing these five to six Fourth Firmament True God bone devils, he 

still had to deal with countless bone devils at the same time! 

By the side, Song Yu’s expression was very ugly. 

That endless skeleton army had no end in sight. 

If it were him, he would likely have long been dismembered at this time. 

Zuo Mo looked at Song Yu and said with a smile that was not a smile, “Song Yu, weren’t you implacable 

enemies with Ye Yuan? Now, seeing that he’s about to die, you should be happy.” 

Song Yu gave a cold snort, gritted his teeth, and said to Guo Jingyang and the rest, “Do the few of you 

want to charge inside together with me?” 

Hu Fei immediately answered without another word, “My life was given by Brother Ye, so what’s the 

problem if I return it to him?” 

“Brother Ye’s high morality reaches the clouds, how can we watch by the side? Charge inside!” Guo 

Jingyang said. 

Ma Chang nodded his head and said with a decisive look, “I’ll go too.” 

“Okay, follow me!” 

Finished talking, Song Yu took the lead and directly charged into the bone devil army. 

When Zuo Mo saw this action of Song Yu and the rest, he could not help getting a big shock. 

Were these guys ... mad? 

Just what kind of bewitching soup did Ye Yuan give these guys? 

Inside mystic realms, who was not self-centered and selfish? Why would there be anyone who would go 

and risk their lives for their companions? 

Saying that they were companions, everyone was merely cooperating out of interest. 

Really reaching the juncture of life and death, they would abandon their companions without the 

slightest hesitation. 



In reality, they had done so too. 

Along the way, their companions got fewer and fewer. There were quite a few who were directly 

abandoned by them. 

But now, Song Yu these few guys actually rushed into the bone devil army for Ye Yuan’s sake without 

heed for their lives. 

Good heavens! They didn’t know without exchanging blows. 

The moment they exchanged blows, even Song Yu, this Fourth Firmament True God, also felt the 

pressure skyrocket. 

The surrounding bone devils were too many. They were simply unable to deal with the enemies. 

There were blade lights and sword images everywhere. 

Even if Song Yu’s strength was formidable, he was also teetering on his feet; let alone the others. 

The few people pushed into a distance of several hundred feet and could not charge in anymore. 

Matching up against a Fourth Firmament True God bone devil, Song Yu still had to deal with other bone 

devils, and he could only retreat as he fought. 

In the end, Song Yu and the rest were actually forced out. 

These bone devils did not pursue relentlessly. After exceeding a certain range, they would return once 

more. 

The expressions of Song Yu and the rest were extremely ugly. Only at this time did they know how 

powerful Ye Yuan’s strength was! 

He could actually deal with so many bone devils on his own. 

Zuo Mo and the rest were also extremely alarmed when they saw. There was no damage without a 

comparison. 

He fought with Song Yu before and knew that Song Yu’s strength was not much worse than his. 

If he went down, he naturally could not gain any advantage either. 

But Ye Yuan could actually remain safe and sound being besieged by so many bone devils. One had to 

admit that his strength was formidable. 

Later, Song Yu and the rest attempted to charge several more times. But each time, they were forced 

back. 

There were even quite a number of wounds left on the few people’s bodies. 

In a twinkle, an hour passed, the expressions on Zuo Mo and Feng Xiaotian’s faces became more and 

more interesting. 

They kept on harboring the attitude of gloating over others’ misfortune, waiting for Ye Yuan’s divine 

essence to be exhausted. 



But until now, Ye Yuan did not show any signs of his divine essence drying up. 

This one hour, Ye Yuan actually charged out a distance of several thousand feet and was already not too 

far away from the borders. 

“I-Is this guy still a human? Such a great expenditure and he’s actually completely fine!” Zuo Mo said 

with a look of disbelief. 

Feng Xiaotian’s expression was also very ugly as he said in a solemn voice, “Just what kind of cultivation 

method does this punk cultivate? Even if it’s a Heavenly Emperor inheritance, it’s also impossible to not 

have any reaction to this degree of consumption, right?” 

They were really unable to understand just how much divine essence was stored within Ye Yuan’s body. 

Could it be that it was inexhaustible in supply and would never be used up? 

Song Yu and the rest already gave up on charging in. They also discovered Ye Yuan’s anomaly and had 

excited faces. 

“Hahaha! Didn’t you guys say that Ye Yuan’s dead for sure? Open your dog eyes and take a look. Is he 

dead?” Song Yu said with a big laugh. 

Zuo Mo was triggered by these words, immediately turning bright red as he became angry from 

embarrassment and said, “He didn’t die, so could it be that you also won’t die? Brother Feng, let’s join 

hands and exterminate the few of them first, what do you think?” 

Ye Yuan failing to die caused Feng Xiaotian to be in a bad mood. He said in a solemn voice, “I have 

precisely that intention.” 

In reality, they had long wanted to take action. 

But they had been harboring the mentality of watching the show all along. That was why they did not 

make a move. 

Now, Song Yu’s one sentence thoroughly infuriated these two. 

The two people did not say another word, directly squaring off with Song Yu. 

This group of people had been constantly making wisecracks by the side, Song Yu was long pissed by it. 

He immediately raised his sword and stepped forward, fighting one-versus-two. 

But Song Yu was not Ye Yuan. Fighting one-on-two was clearly very taxing. 

Zuo Mo and Feng Xiaotian were not some rookies. They were people with top-notch strength among 

peers. 

The remaining Guo Jingyang and the rest, although their numbers were not many, their strengths were a 

great deal stronger than the other party. 

Both sides had fire pent up. This fight was fought very fiercely. 

Ye Yuan there felt something. Seeing Song Yu and the rest get surrounded and attacked, he was also 

greatly anxious. 



But the bone devils around him were too many. He simply could not break through in a short while. 

Song Yu fighting one-on-two became more and more strained, with danger arising incessantly. 

“Song Yu, you’re at any rate Fourth Firmament True God too, to actually willingly be a dog for Ye Yuan!” 

Zuo Mo said with a loud laugh. 

“F*ck your mom’s dog fart! Us and Ye Yuan are friends! People like you will never understand!” Song Yu 

let loose a torrent of abuse. 

“Friends? Heh heh, put your life on the line for Ye Yuan then! Brother Feng, you come and hold him 

back. I’ll prepare for a bit and annihilate this fellow, fulfilling this guy’s friendship!” 

After he was done talking, the aura on Zuo Mo’s body skyrocketed. Everyone’s expressions changed. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1984: Worthless 

Zuo Mo’s body seemed to have become a blazing sun, shining with boundless radiance. 

That horrifying energy undulation, even the same rank Feng Xiaotian also suddenly changed colors. 

The power of this move was extraordinary! 

The color on Song Yu’s face changed too. That horrifying power gave him an extremely strong feeling of 

danger. 

His moves suddenly turned intense, wanting to force Feng Xiaotian back and get away from him. 

But how could Feng Xiaotian let him get his wish? 

Feng Xiaotian urged world power to the limit and latched onto Song Yu firmly, not giving him any 

chance. 

Both parties’ strengths were roughly on par. It was easier said than done to want to get away within a 

short time. 

The imposing momentum on Zuo Mo’s body became stronger and stronger. His entire person even 

turned into a sun, illuminating the entire wilderness. 

At this moment, he was akin to a god. 

This kind of big move that needed a long time to accumulate heaven and earth spiritual energy tended 

to have immense power. 

It was just that this kind of move was not practical. In a real battle, who would give you this kind of 

chance to launch your move? 

But now, he was fighting two-on-one with Feng Xiaotian. This created the opportunity for Zuo Mo. 

At this very moment, with Zuo Mo as the center, temperature suddenly rose to a horrifying degree. It 

was as if it was going to burn everything into nothingness. 
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At this time, Zuo Mo slowly opened both eyes, but he looked in Ye Yuan’s direction and said with a loud 

laugh, “Ye Yuan, do you feel very powerless? You ... can only watch your companion die helplessly, and 

you can’t do anything about it! Once this Grand Blazing Sun is unleashed, it’s absolutely invincible in the 

same rank! Hahaha!” 

Horrifying flame power of law reverberated between heaven and earth. 

Song Yu’s expression suddenly changed due to the threat of death hitting head-on. 

“Thanks for the trouble, Brother Feng. Leave the rest to me!” Zuo Mo said overbearingly. 

Feng Xiaotian gave a big laugh and suddenly pulled away from Song Yu. 

“Heh, Brother Zuo’s move is impressive!” Feng Xiaotian said. 

Zuo Mo smiled proudly, his palm suddenly pushing. That horrifying blazing sun actually hurtled towards 

Song Yu. 

Song Yu wanted to escape, but the surrounding space was already wrapped up by endless flame laws. 

He seemed to have fallen into a quagmire, being unable to budge an inch at all. 

That blazing sun got closer and closer. Song Yu’s complexion turned white as paper. 

Having him resign himself to death, that was impossible. 

But due to time constraints, he could only use his strongest sword move. However much he could ward 

off was the only thing he could do at this moment. 

He mustered up all the divine essence in his body, bursting forth in full strength instantly. 

“Seven Absolutes Unended Sword!” 

Song Yu gave a loud cry and suddenly swung a sword out. 

Seeing this scene, Zuo Mo laughed coldly and said with disdain, “Mantis blocking the cart, go and die 

with peace of mind!” 

Although Song Yu’s sword was strong, he was completely unable to mobilize too much heaven and earth 

spiritual energy in a haste. His move naturally could not compare with the Grand Blazing Sun. 

In front of the Grand Blazing Sun, Song Yu executing the Seven Absolutes Unended Sword was like a 

child brandishing a sword. 

Song Yu had a look of despair on his face. He discovered that this sword of his could not shake the Grand 

Blazing Sun in the least bit at all. 

In that instant the Grand Blazing Sun and Seven Absolutes Unended Sword were about to collide, a 

horrifying to the extreme sword intent approached from afar, arriving in an instant! 

Bang! 

The earth quaked, mountains swayed. 

Even a True God Realm powerhouse like Song Yu also could not stand firmly. 



Those bone devils were even scattered flying everywhere by this powerful wave. 

Zuo Mo was the first to bear the brunt. It was only to see him spew a mouthful of fresh blood wildly, 

with his figure flying out backward, directly knocking onto that mountain behind him before stopping. 

He looked at the Ye Yuan who walked over from amidst the bone devils pile with a look of astonishment, 

full of disbelief. 

This sword was unleashed by Ye Yuan? 

“This ... What’s going on here?” 

“What a powerful sword!” 

“Ye Yuan unleashed his sword from so far away and actually reached first despite launching later. Not 

only did it extinguish the Grand Blazing Sun, it even severely wounded Zuo Mo. This ... How is this 

possible?” Feng Xiaotian similarly looked at that figure with incomparable shock. 

This sword releasing, actually directly cleaved out a path from amidst the bone devil stack. 

Ye Yuan’s speed was extremely fast and already rushed to the borders of the bone fiend army. 

Song Yu had not walked out of the shock of this sword yet, the joy of surviving a calamity had not 

appeared yet. 

This sword move stunned him. 

Ye Yuan slowly walked over. Looking at the heavily injured Zuo Mo, he said coldly, “Treating other 

people’s mercy as weakness, you’re really laughable! Powerless to do anything? Invincible in the same 

rank? I really don’t know where your confidence came from.” 

Zuo Mo’s expression was ugly to the extreme. No one knew whether it was because his injuries were 

too severe or because of shame. 

He was so high and mighty just now, feeling that no one could save Song Yu. 

But with a backhand, Ye Yuan gave him a slap. 

That sword seemed to have come from beyond the heavens, being powerful to the extreme. 

One had to know, in between this sword was still separated by those countless bone devils! 

After this sword killed countless bone devils, it could still seriously wound him when it reached here. 

How great was its power? 

How could a Second Firmament True God possibly unleash such a shocking and peerless sword? 

His opponent was a Fourth Firmament True God! 

In reality, it turned out that Ye Yuan had never been serious at all until now! 

Truly laughable! 



“Along the way, I was just disdainful to stoop to your levels, but you guys really took yourself to be 

somebody important. A genius? Geniuses of your level are worthless in front of me! Killing you is as easy 

as blowing off dust!” 

Ye Yuan’s words cut incisively, saying until Zuo Mo did not even dare to breathe loudly. 

Indeed, it was as easy as turning over his hand to want to kill Zuo Mo. 

But what Zuo Mo did not know was that this sword also virtually drained Ye Yuan’s divine essence dry. 

Ye Yuan already comprehended Fifth Firmament spatial law not long ago and created this sword move 

inside the Death Cultivation Space, called Sword Hollow Etch 

The Sixth Firmament that fused spatial law Sword Dao and the Fifth Firmament spatial law, its power 

was immense. 

While the Grand Blazing Sun was powerful, in front of Sword Hollow Etch, it was not worth mentioning 

at all. 

If Ye Yuan displayed this move with Fourth Firmament Origin Pill Realm, 100 Zuo Mo would also die. 

It was just that this move’s expenditure was too great. Even with Ye Yuan’s pure divine essence, he 

could merely use one sword too. 

After displaying it, that was really closing one’s eyes and waiting for death. 

So unless there was no other alternative, Ye Yuan did not wish to use this sword. 

Just now, if not for Zuo Mo pressuring hard, it was also impossible for Ye Yuan to utilize Sword Hollow 

Etch. 

After all, if he relied on two empyrean spirit treasures, slowly breaking through was still achievable. 

Ye Yuan’s words made everyone feel ashamed of their unworthiness. 

Those able to enter the Ancient God Battlefield, which one was not a proud son of heaven, existences 

possessing great destinies? 

But in front of Ye Yuan, they were nothing! 

Genius? 

That was just in order to serve as a stepping stone to show Ye Yuan was more gifted! 

Song Yu looked at Ye Yuan, a look of surprise on his face. 

He suddenly recalled, Jian Hongxiao had once said before in the Virtuous Wind Establishment, the 

people from the Jian Family who had seen before Ye Yuan’s destiny all went blind. 

Hence, no one dared to look and could only speculate that Ye Yuan was emperor surmounting aura. 

Looking at it now, the emperor surmounting aura on Zuo Mo and Feng Xiaotian’s bodies simply paled in 

comparison to Ye Yuan! 



Perhaps Ye Yuan’s future accomplishments were not limited to just the realm of Heavenly Emperor. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1985: Killing to Establish Awe 

The whole place was silent. Zuo Mo’s side was even silent like cicadas in winter. 

Ye Yuan’s combat power far exceeded their imaginations. 

That sword move earlier might not be able to deal with Fifth Firmament True God powerhouses, but it 

was absolutely enough to one-shot Fourth Firmament True Gods. 

Who among them was Ye Yuan’s match? 

“This ... Brother Ye, it’s a misunderstanding. This is all a misunderstanding,” Feng Xiaotian said with an 

awkward look. 

“Yeah, yeah! All a misunderstanding!” 

“Brother Ye is magnanimous! Don’t haggle over it with the likes of us.” 

... 

With Feng Xiaotian taking the lead, the others also followed suit and apologized. 

They were all frightened silly by this sword move executed by Ye Yuan. So how could they still dare to 

oppose Ye Yuan? 

Ye Yuan swept a glance over everyone and said with a cold smile, “Misunderstanding? Is it also a 

misunderstanding that you guys wanted to kill Song Yu?” 

Feng Xiaotian had an awkward look as he said, “This ... This is also Zuo Mo. It was him that detested the 

sight of Brother Ye, so he deliberately led us astray!” 

Zuo Mo’s face changed and he said angrily, “Feng Xiaotian, you!” 

Feng Xiaotian sneered and said, “I told you long ago, don’t oppose Brother Ye. His talent isn’t what you 

can compare to at all!” 

“Puhwark!” 

Zuo Mo was angered by Feng Xiaotian, spurting out another large mouthful of blood. 

Ye Yuan was amused when he heard this. He then said with a smile, “So that’s how it is. Then you kill 

Zuo Mo now and I’ll forgive you.” 

Feng Xiaotian was first taken aback, then immediately, his eyes revealed a hint of viciousness. Gritting 

his teeth, he said, “Okay!” 

Zuo Mo’s face changed and he said furiously, “Feng Xiaotian, you dare!” 

Feng Xiaotian smiled coldly and said, “Sorry about it, Brother Zuo! Want to blame, blame that you 

shouldn’t have offended Brother Ye.” 
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Whoosh! 

A streak of swift and fierce sword light arrived in an instant. The current Zuo Mo was severely wounded, 

so how could he block this swift and fierce sword? 

Just one sword and Zuo Mo’s head was decapitated, dead until he could not be any more dead. 

A peerless genius who possessed an emperor surmounting aura fell just like that. 

When Song Yu saw this scene, he also felt satisfied in his heart. 

Just now, when Zuo Mo unleashed the Grand Blazing Sun, he really thought that he was dead for sure. 

Although Ye Yuan made a move and saved him in the end, that kind of despair in the face of impending 

death still made anger rise from his heart. 

He was somewhat uncertain why Ye Yuan did not take action himself but wanted to make somebody 

else do the work. 

With Ye Yuan’s strength, even killing Feng Xiaotian was also merely thus. 

How could he know that Ye Yuan could not unleash a second sword at all currently? 

Earlier, before Ye Yuan returned, he already swallowed quite a few divine essence recovery medicinal 

pills, and he was currently frenziedly recovering strength. 

One had to admit, this Qinghong Battle Armor still had a benefit, that was being able to conceal his 

actual situation. 

His divine essence was currently depleted, but others could not tell at all. 

The reason why he did so was merely buying time. 

But Song Yu was long already dead set on Ye Yuan now. Although he was doubtful in his heart, he did 

not say it out loud. 

Killing Zuo Mo with a sword, Feng Xiaotian said with a fawning smile, “Wonder if Brother Ye is satisfied?” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and said, “At least you have sincerity. This matter is considered dropped.” 

Feng Xiaotian’s heart eased up and he said, “Brother Ye, this emperor bone can actually summon so 

many powerful bone devils. What should we do?” 

Ye Yuan shut his eyes and said coolly, “Wait!” 

“Wait?” Feng Xiaotian was uncertain. 

Ye Yuan gave him a glance and said, “The ones coveting this emperor likely aren’t just the few of us. 

Wait for the others to come over and rendezvous, we’ll charge over together. As for who can get the 

emperor bone, that will depend on their own means.” 

Regarding this, Feng Xiaotian naturally did not dare to say a word more. He could only laugh dryly twice 

and retreat to one side. 



Indeed as Ye Yuan expected, in this following half a month, quite a few people arrived at the Bone Devil 

Ridge in succession again. 

Song Yu discovered to his surprise that the ones who obtained lucky chances were not just their party 

alone. 

There were plenty of people who broke through to be Fourth Firmament True Gods. 

There was even someone whose strength had already reached the peak Fourth Firmament True God 

Realm, being only a step away from becoming a Fifth Firmament True God. 

Although some people’s strength did not increase too much, they likely obtained quite a few powerful 

treasures too. Otherwise, they also would not dare to easily step foot into Bone Devil Ridge. 

The lucky chances left behind in this Ancient God Battlefield were seriously too many. 

Of course, the squads that came out first already became incomparably scattered now. 

There was no need to ask around; those weak ones were now likely already became part of the Ancient 

God Battlefield forever. 

Even Zuo Mo this emperor surmounting aura powerhouse died, let alone these imperial auras? 

After having learned about the situation here, those powerhouses all stopped. 

At this time, it was clearly the time to band up together. 

Only with everyone pooling their efforts and being of one mind could they pass through this bone devil 

army. 

Of course, there were people who felt that this was exaggerating things to raise an alarm. They did not 

believe that the situation was quite dire. 

The result ... was naturally being torn to pieces by the horrifying bone devil army. 

After a month, the powerhouses that gathered here were roughly 50 to 60 people already. 

These 50 to 60 people, their strengths were no idea how many times stronger compared to during the 

past before they entered this battlefield. 

At this time, a young man in azure robes came to the center of everyone and said in a clear voice, “In my 

view, the people who want to compete for the emperor bone should be pretty much all here. With our 

strength, it should be sufficient to break through the bone devil army. Why not everyone give it an 

attempt together now; how about it?” 

This azure-robed young man was precisely that peak Fourth Firmament True God powerhouse, called 

Zhou Yu 

His original strength was not conspicuous among the group of geniuses. 

But just several months’ time had passed, and he was already standing at the summit. 



Zhou Yu’s tone had some high and mighty flavor, clearly putting himself on the seat of this group of 

people’s leader. 

“Heh, you say go and we go? This young master, I, still want to go after a few days, can’t I? Stop putting 

up a front here. Who the hell do you think you are?” At this time, a very disdainful voice sounded out, 

not giving Zhou Yu face at all. 

One sentence attracted everyone’s gazes. 

A good show came! 

This person who replied was called Li Xin. He was also a Fourth Firmament True God. 

Toward Zhou Yu’s attitude, he was clearly very displeased. 

The moment Zhou Yu heard this, he laughed. 

Swoosh! 

His figure suddenly moved, with his speed being swift to the extreme. 

At the same time, the sound of tearing through the air arrived with a howl. 

For Li Xin to dare retort, he was clearly prepared, immediately raising his sword to meet the enemy. 

Bang! 

A huge bang came over, Li Xin’s sword broke with a clank. 

And his head was also directly smashed into pulp like a watermelon. 

Everyone was silent like cicadas in winter! 

“That rod is an empyrean spirit treasure!” 

“Not only that, but his strength is also so formidable!” 

“Looks like the lucky chance this Zhou Yu obtained really isn’t small!” 

... 

All around, there was a series of exclamations. Clearly, they were surprised by this swift and fierce rod. 

That Li Xin’s strength naturally went without saying. Being a Fourth Firmament True God already 

indicated he will be a problematic opponent. 

But under Zhou Yu’s rod, he actually did not even withstand one move! 

Ye Yuan kept on watching this scene quietly. Seeing this rod, his gaze turned slightly austere. 

This Zhou Yu’s strength was very strong! 

Zhou Yu put away the stick and stood upright, saying coolly, “Who else has objections?” 

Who else would have objections still? 



Everyone stood up one after another and gathered together. Clearly, they were preparing to rush the 

bone devil army. 

In reality, the people that came these few days got lesser and lesser. It could be assumed that there 

would be less and lesser people coming if they wait around. 

Continuing to wait was simply wasting time. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1986: : Returning in Defeat 

“Mn? You people over there, still not coming over? Could it be that you have objections?” 

Zhou Yu saw that Ye Yuan did not move and his brows could not help furrowing. 

He did not expect that now that he already established awe, there were actually still people who did not 

know what was good for them. 

With Ye Yuan not moving, Feng Xiaotian did not dare to move either. 

Zhou Yu was formidable, but Ye Yuan was also formidable! 

He did not know who between Zhou Yu and Ye Yuan was more powerful, but without a doubt, it was as 

easy as flipping his hand for Ye Yuan to want to kill him. 

“B-Brother Ye, you look ... Shouldn’t we go over too?” Feng Xiaotian asked carefully. 

Ye Yuan gave him a glance and said coolly, “Want to go, you go. I’ll wait a while more.” 

Feng Xiaotian’s expression turned stiff, gloominess on his face. 

I go? 

Would I dare to go? 

Already offended you, grandfather, badly before, if I were to really go over and you give me a slash from 

behind, wouldn’t I still have to meet King Yama? 

But, not going ... wouldn’t I offend Zhou Yu, this great murderous god? 

Feng Xiaotian had a difficult look on his face, standing there awkwardly. 

When Zhou Yu saw that Ye Yuan ignored him, he was immediately greatly enraged. 

But, when he saw that Feng Xiaotian was actually so cautious toward a Second Firmament True God, he 

was rather surprised in his heart. 

Looking at the expression of Song Yu and the others, this squad actually seemed to have Ye Yuan as the 

center. 

“Kid, I’m talking to you.iDdn’t you hear me?” Zhou Yu looked at Ye Yuan and said in a solemn voice. 

“This bone devil army isn’t easy to clear. We should wait for a while more. An additional person is an 

additional portion of strength,” Ye Yuan said coolly. 
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He had personally rushed before the bone devil army, and he naturally knew how troublesome this 

bone devil army was. 

People should not look at how he killed his way in and out alone, because not everyone had such thick 

divine essence like him. 

Facing so many Fourth Firmament True God bone devils, once divine essence was exhausted, it would 

be the outcome of waiting for death. 

Furthermore, these bone devils’ strengths also varied. 

Weak ones, Ye Yuan could kill them with one move. 

Strong ones, even he felt very troublesome to handle them. 

Although Sword Hollow Etch was powerful, he could only unleash one sword move. 

Not reaching the last resort, he naturally would not use this move. 

Except, Zhou Yu did not know these. 

With Ye Yuan not speaking, Feng Xiaotian naturally did not dare to say things out. 

Hearing Ye Yuan’s words, Zhou Yu’s face fell and he said in a cold voice, “Looks like there’s still someone 

who doesn’t know what’s good for them! Forget it! Since the deterrent force earlier isn’t enough, then 

let’s have another!” 

This Zhou Yu was clearly someone who was decisive in going for the kill, attacking straight away, directly 

turning into an afterimage, and rushing over. 

“Life and Death Seal!” 

Ye Yuan was long prepared; the Life and Death Seal suddenly rumbled out, meeting Zhou Yu’s 

astonishing rod. 

Bang! 

The two people each retreated several dozen steps before barely managing to stabilize their figures. 

Zhou Yu’s expression changed greatly. He did not expect that a puny little Second Firmament True God 

actually received his blow! 

He knocked a Fourth Firmament True God dead with one blow earlier! 

“How can this kid be so strong?” Zhou Yu was secretly startled. 

The other people’s faces changed one after another. They thought that this blow landing, Ye Yuan would 

definitely be beaten into pulp too. 

But who knew that Ye Yuan would be safe and sound! 

Of course, they would not think that Zhou Yu only had this bit of strength. This blow, he definitely held 

back somewhat. 



But even if it was somewhat held back, it was also not what ordinary Fourth Firmament True Gods could 

withstand. 

Now, it was actually easily resolved by a Second Firmament True God. 

They finally understood why Feng Xiaotian was cautious in all respects. 

Zhou Yu’s expression was very ugly. He originally wanted to kill people to establish awe. But who knew 

that he ran into a tough character, to actually receive his blow effortlessly. 

“Punk, you’re good! Since you want to wait here, slowly wait then. When we get the emperor bone, see 

what you’ll use to be arrogant!” Zhou Yu said in a cold voice. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Go ahead.” 

Zhou Yu gave a cold snort, but turned his head to look at Feng Xiaotian and asked, “You, going or not?” 

Feng Xiaotian’s face changed and could not help looking at Ye Yuan, but he discovered that Ye Yuan 

already walked to one side. 

Zhou Yu clearly saw through already that Feng Xiaotian and Ye Yuan were not together. 

“I ... I’ll go!” Feng Xiaotian gritted his teeth and said. 

He had never been so oppressed before in his life. 

But he was scared. He was afraid that Zhou Yu would smash his brain into a pulp with a rod. 

That was an empyrean spirit treasure! 

This thing in Zhou Yu’s hand had much greater power than the things in Ye Yuan’s hand. 

After all, Zhou Yu’s realm was more than two minor realms higher than Ye Yuan. 

“Humph, at least you’re sensible!” Zhou Yu said with a cold snort. 

Just like this, Zhou Yu brought 40 to 50 people and rushed right into the bone devil army. 

Song Yu looked at this group of people and said with a cold smile, “A bunch of blind and reckless people. 

They think that by obtaining a bit of lucky chance, they are now undefeatable. Look at them. They would 

not even know how they die. Do they really think that the emperor bone is so easy to get?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Can’t be forced, so let them be. Just nice for us. Let’s make use of this chance 

for us to refine the Empyrean’s remains a little. It will more or less increase our strength.” 

There were too many people previously, they also could not take the Empyrean’s remains out to refine. 

Now that everyone was gone, they did not have any misgivings. 

Just like this, the five people started refining the Empyrean’s remains. The few people’s strengths were 

also growing at a speed visible to the naked eye. 



Daoless refined all of his strength into the remains. Although countless years had passed, and the energy 

inside the remains also dissipated significantly, to them, several martial artists who just entered True 

God Realm, it was still a great tonic item. 

Two days later, Ye Yuan’s realm reached the late-stage Second Firmament Origin Pill Realm, causing his 

strength to increase significantly once more. 

As for the others, their refining speed was a little slower, but they also advanced by leaps and bounds. 

Rather, it was Guo Jingyang who actually broke through to the Fourth Firmament True God Realm in one 

go. 

Their squad added another middle-stage True God Realm. 

And right at this time, a commotion came over. Zhou Yu rushed out of the bone devil army in the 

forefront. 

The rest followed closely behind, all also charging out. 

But these people’s bodies more or less carried wounds. Clearly, they had suffered considerable injuries. 

This side was very spacious. Zhou Yu saw Ye Yuan the moment he came out, and his gaze could not help 

turning intent. 

Just two days’ time, why did this punk’s strength increase so much? 

Although he did not break through to the Third Firmament True God Realm yet, this cultivation speed 

was a little too fast, right? 

There were definitely treasures on these few fellows’ bodies! 

Zhou Yu’s expression was very ugly. Sure enough, Ye Yuan’s words were right. They charged a distance 

of several tens of thousands of feet in one go. But the further in front they went, the Fourth Firmament 

True God bone devils became more and more. They could not charge further at all. 

Continuing further, they could only be annihilated one by one. 

There was no choice. They could only turn around and slaughter their way back. 

This to and fro spent two day’s time. Putting aside suffering injuries, they returned to their original spot 

again; incredibly depressing. 

When Song Yu saw Zhou Yu they all, he could not resist bursting into laughter and said, “Hahaha, you 

fools! Ye Yuan already said to not be anxious; an additional person is an additional portion of strength, 

but you guys wouldn’t listen. With this, now you know the prowess of this bone devil army already, 

right?” 

Zhou Yu’s face turned as black as the bottom of a pot but was unable to refute. 

Their line-up was strong, but encountering this bone devil army, they could only return in defeat. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1987: We’re Different 
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Originally, over 50 people went. Now, less than 40 returned. 

Fortunately, those remaining were all elites. They were basically all Fourth Firmament True Gods. 

These people all had injuries on their bodies, with their expressions showing extreme regret. 

If they had known long ago, they would have listened to Ye Yuan. 

Recalling those ferocious and berserk bone devils, these people all felt a chill run down their spines. 

“You’re courting death!’ 

Zhou Yu gave a cold yell and dealt a rod blow toward Song Yu. 

“Life and Death Seal!” 

How could Ye Yuan let him do as he wished? Waving his hand, it was a Life and Death Seal. 

Bang! 

Ye Yuan did not budge an inch, but Zhou Yu shot backward, a mouthful of blood spraying wildly. 

Zhou Yu was greatly alarmed in his heart. He did not see Ye Yuan for two days, but Ye Yuan’s strength 

actually strengthened this much? 

One had to know, the two of them were still evenly matched in strength previously. Now, he was 

actually suppressed by the other party? 

Although his consumption in the bone devil army was tremendous, the power of this rod just now was 

not weaker than that rod before. 

The same move, he was suppressed, it could only say that the other party’s strength was stronger! 

“Already overworked for two days and still have the energy to throw your weight about. If I were you, 

I’d be a bit more obedient. Although Song Yu’s words were unpleasant to the ears, he did not say the 

wrong things. I urged you before, but it was you who acted arbitrarily, harming everybody’s lives,” Ye 

Yuan said coolly. 

The others were silent like cicadas in winter, but they deeply felt the same way about Ye Yuan’s words. 

Zhou Yu’s eyes spewed fire as he gritted his teeth and said, “You’re very good! After I recover divine 

essence, let’s settle the score again!” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “I’ll accompany you anytime.” 

The following few days, everyone was recovering vitality. 

Although Zhou Yu let out harsh words and was also extremely displeased with Ye Yuan, he also 

understood that Ye Yuan’s strength was sufficient to be placed in the same category as him already. Ye 

Yuan’s strength was very useful for breaking through the bone devil army. 

Whatever grudge, wait until after this bone devil army before talking. 



Sure enough, the following two months’ time, some more people came again one after another. The 

numbers recovered to 50 plus people again very quickly. 

And these people that came later, each and every one of their strength, none was not weak. 

These people were only delayed for so long because they had fortuitous encounters. Their strength was 

naturally powerful. 

But Ye Yuan did not have the intention of charging in. Only all the way until another two months passed, 

the numbers breaking through to 70 over people did Ye Yuan slowly stand up. 

“I’m going to challenge this bone devil army, who’s willing to go together?” Ye Yuan said in a clear voice. 

Zhou Yu did not move, he just smiled coldly and said, “Heh, the one who said not to go was you, the one 

who said to go is also you. Now, there’s merely just a dozen over more people and you dare to rush the 

bone devil army?” 

Ye Yuan looked at him and said coolly, “I’m different from you.” 

Zhou Yu’s face fell and he said with a cold smile, “In what way are we different? Do you really think that 

your strength surpasses mine? Everyone, don’t listen to him. He’s at best on par with me. If I couldn’t 

clear it, could it be that he can clear it?” 

The others also exchanged glances, not knowing how to decide. 

After all, those people who had entered once all had psychological traumas. 

Seeing the other people’s expressions, Zhou Yu had a cold smile on his face. 

I want to see how you play! 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Rushing this bone devil army, our squad will take the lead. The others can just 

follow behind and support with coordinated actions.” 

The moment he said this, the others were startled. 

When Zhou Yu brought them to rush the bone devil army, it was all having the others spearhead and 

attack. 

Although his strength was the greatest, the effort that he exerted was actually not considered the most. 

Those children of destiny who were killed by bone devils were the ones who exerted the most strength. 

They drew most of the firepower. 

But now, Ye Yuan was actually going to spearhead the attack himself, that was also to say that he would 

be facing the most bone devils, and also have to face the strongest bone devils. 

“Would this kid be so good-hearted?” 

“His strength is decent, but it’s also not to the extent of putting himself in danger, right?” 

“This ... Wouldn’t be a scheme or a plot, right?” 



... 

Hearing Ye Yuan’s words, everyone’s first reaction was that there was a problem. 

After all, this kind of selfless thing, nobody would go and do. 

Ye Yuan was naturally also not some goody-two-shoes, willingly putting himself in danger. 

It was just that if he did not lead the attack, no matter how many the people, it was also impossible to 

charge through. 

This point, he had long weighed it before. 

The deeper in, the stronger those bone devils. 

Even if his divine essence was thick, it also could not bear this kind of consumption. 

After all, the numbers were too many. 

If not because of this, he would have long gone to clear it himself. 

By the side, Feng Xiaotian was overjoyed and hurriedly said, “Brother Ye, I’ll follow you!” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and did not say anything. 

“Pretending for what? Would you be so kind-hearted? Wouldn’t be harboring some malicious motive, 

wanting to entrap everyone, right?” Zhou Yu said with a cold smile. 

Song Yu answered with a cold smile and said disdainfully, “Brother Ye had once slaughtered his way back 

alone from a place several tens of thousands of feet away. If even he can’t clear this bone devil army, 

then nobody can clear it!” 

One stone stirred up a thousand ripples! 

“What? Alone? From somewhere several tens of thousands of feet away?” 

“This ... This is impossible!” 

“Even if it’s a Fifth Firmament True God, if they fell into a heavy encirclement, it’s also certain death, 

right?” 

... 

Everyone’s first reaction when hearing this was that it was nonsense. 

Although Fifth Firmament True Gods were strong, they also could not withstand the exhaustion of so 

many Fourth Firmament True Gods! 

“You all don’t need to doubt, I saw this with my own eyes! Brother Ye he indeed killed his way out from 

the bone devil army by himself. Missing this chance, nobody can get the emperor bone,” Feng Xiaotian 

spoke up at the appropriate time. 

At this time, the people in Feng Xiaotian’s team already all died, leaving only him, a lone general without 

an army. 



To want to obtain the emperor bone, depending on Ye Yuan was his only choice. 

Just as everyone was still doubting, Ye Yuan brought Song Yu and the rest and arrived at the borders of 

the bone devil army. 

That bone devil army crawled out of the ground once more, each and every one baring their fangs and 

brandishing claws; extremely ferocious. 

Ye Yuan said in a clear voice, “Without everyone’s help, I don’t have confidence in being able to charge 

through. But I’m only attempting this once. If it fails, I’ll give up on the emperor bone. At that time, 

everyone must think of another way then. Now, those who want the emperor bone, keep up!” 

As he said, Ye Yuan’s Stellar War Banner suddenly rumbled out, directly blasting open a bloody path. 

Then, he brought Song Yu and the rest, charging into the bone devil army without even turning his head 

back. 

“Empyrean spirit treasure! Two empyrean spirit treasures!” 

“So that’s how it is! Brother Ye is already leading his men to charge through! What are we still hesitating 

for? Charge!” 

... 

Done talking, there were immediately over a dozen people who followed after. 

The figures of Ye Yuan and the others were gradually going further away. So they already did not have 

much time to hesitate. 

Ye Yuan’s words, flashing out empyrean spirit treasures, coupled with leading his men in a charge, 

already conquered the vast majority of the people. 

Compared to Zhou Yu, Ye Yuan was clearly much more credible. 

He did not force everyone to join and was even in the forefront, leading his men. 

In comparison, the level was immediately established. 

The people who hesitated became fewer and fewer; everyone followed after like tidewater. 

Zhou Yu’s expression flickered incessantly. He wanted to be the leader taking the initiative, but in the 

end, he messed up. 

Now, making him follow Ye Yuan, he was unwilling from the bottom of his heart. 

But based on him alone, it was absolutely impossible to break through the bone devil army. 

In the end, he gritted his teeth and charged into the bone devil army. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1988: : Storming the Bone Devil Army 

With Ye Yuan leading the charge, the team’s advancing speed was extremely fast. 
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In places where the Stellar War Banner arrived at, there were piles of broken bones. 

Those people who entered with Zhou Yu before, they felt like the situation was completely different. 

It was too easy along the way! 

Although it was still very dangerous, it was way too different compared to the last time. 

With Ye Yuan overpowering the enemies all the way, the pressure that went onto every person’s body 

did not have much left. 

With 70 Fourth Firmament True Gods, this force was absolutely powerful enough, practically advancing 

unreasonably all the way. 

“If we knew long ago, we’d have waited a while and entered with Brother Ye!” 

“Brother Ye’s strength is really too terrifying! Doesn’t he know fatigue?” 

“Hahaha, awesome! We were pursued badly by this bunch of skeletons the last time. This time, I can 

finally hold my chin up high.” 

... 

In the last battle, Zhou Yu wanted to use others as shields and naturally refused to charge in front. 

Hence, everyone was the point of attack. 

Those bone devils attacked without discrimination; they naturally collapsed in disorder. 

But this time, Ye Yuan attracted the vast majority of the firepower. They only supported through 

coordinated actions from the sides, it was naturally much easier. 

In addition, this time, the strength in numbers had a very large increase compared to last time. 

Hence, they naturally did not feel much pressure all the way until now. 

At the back of the team, Zhou Yu’s rod was brandished like the wind, but the shock in his heart was 

unable to be described using words at all. 

In the beginning, he harbored the attitude of gloating over others’ misfortune. This degree of 

consumption, Ye Yuan could not hold out for very long at all. 

But more than two hours passed in a blink. Ye Yuan still seemed like he was on stimulants. He seemingly 

was at his peak state, without the slightest sign of declining at all. 

Zhou Yu was aware of this; if he continued this level of fighting, he could not sustain for such a long time 

at all. 

Was this fellow still human? 

However, it was also not smooth-sailing along the way. 

The further in, the stronger the bone devils. Fourth Firmament True God bone devils became more and 

more. 



By then, some bone devils’ strengths were already extremely close to Fifth Firmament True God. 

Even Ye Yuan also felt rather strained. 

The speed of the team’s advancement slowed down, casualties also slowly started appearing. 

Those children of destiny also did not have the composure from before anymore. 

In the end, Ye Yuan simply gave up on the Stellar War Banner and directly fired out one Life and Death 

Seal after another. 

Although the Stellar War Banner was an empyrean spirit treasure, it was unable to unleash its true 

power in Ye Yuan’s hands at all. 

His realm was too low! 

In terms of power, the power of the Life and Death Seal was a great deal stronger. 

Of course, the Life and Death Seal’s consumption of divine essence was also enormous. 

Even with his divine essence purity, it was still somewhat struggling to make ends meet. 

Without the slightest hesitation, he immediately swallowed several divine essence recovery medicinal 

pills. 

“Everyone, don’t hold back anymore! Hurry up and use whatever moves you have! Otherwise, we’ll all 

have to die here! There’s only a distance of several thousand feet away from the bone mountain 

already. Everyone, double up!” Ye Yuan said in a clear voice. 

He understood in his heart that apart from their squad, this team were all harboring ulterior motives. 

Many people did not use their full strength at all. They were still saving their killing move, waiting to 

snatch the emperor bone at the end! 

A quick glance around, they already rushed to the foot of the bone mountain. The surroundings were 

virtually all Fourth Firmament True God bone devils. 

It was already impossible to want to turn back. 

In their current states, there was no divine essence to let them kill their way back at all. 

No path to retreat, then there was only advancing! 

Those one Life and Death Seal after another of Ye Yuan made everyone stare dumbfounded with their 

mouths agape. 

There was actually still such a play? 

When everyone fought, they normally would not release big moves unless it was an absolute last resort. 

But Ye Yuan threw out one big move after another like it was free. 

The key thing was that Ye Yuan could actually really release so many. 

Was this guy ... really a Second Firmament True God? 



“Ahhh!!” 

“Ahhh!!” 

“Ahhh!!” 

Tragic screams rose and ebbed, the casualties in the team were exacerbating. 

The speed that the team was advancing became slower. The bone devils that they had to face naturally 

became more and more. 

Furthermore, the strength of the bone devils got stronger and stronger, many people could not bear it. 

Even Ye Yuan also gradually started to despair. 

He did not think that the strengths of these bone devils at the back were actually powerful to such an 

extent. 

Even if he used Sword Hollow Etch, it was also impossible to eradicate clean all at once! 

“What to do, Brother Ye?” Song Yu forced back a bone devil and gritted his teeth and asked. 

“What else can we do? Continue charging!” Ye Yuan said in a solemn voice. 

This distance of several hundred feet in front of them was simply as far as the horizon despite being so 

near. 

It was just that, so what even if rushed up the bone mountain? 

Could it be that these bone devils would not chase after? 

After reaching on top of the bone mountain, it would be even more hopeless! 

100 feet! 

90 feet! 

... 

30 feet! 

20 feet! 

10 feet! 

Ye Yuan’s divine essence was being rapidly depleted. Finally, he suddenly fired out a Life and Death Seal, 

directly blasting away the bone devils in front of him. 

Ahead was the bone mountain! 

Ye Yuan suddenly dashed, rushing straight out of the bone devil army, and climbing up the bone 

mountain. 

But he did not go up the mountain himself, but turned around and fired out a few more Life and Death 

Seals, helping Song Yu they all to charge out. 



“Assist everyone!” Ye Yuan said without thinking after saving Song Yu. 

Ye Yuan was not a goody-two-shoes, but he had his own principles. 

Without these people, he could not barge through this bone devil army by himself too. 

Now that he stormed over himself, he naturally could not stand by and not rescue those in danger. 

Following that, one child of destiny after another charged out. 

After the last person charged out, Ye Yuan already made the preparations to make one last desperate 

effort. 

Who knew that at this time, that endless bone devil army actually scattered into piles of bones at this 

time. 

The originally incomparably noisy wilderness suddenly became incomparably quiet. 

This transition from commotion to quiet was extremely sudden, making everyone extremely not used to 

it. 

But very soon, everyone’s faces revealed looks of wild elation. 

“Hahaha! We finally cleared it! Damn! I even thought that I’d be dead for sure this time!” 

“Isn’t that so? Facing many same realm bone devils at the same time, this kind of battle is really 

exhilarating!” 

“All thanks to Brother Ye. If not for him resisting the vast majority of the bone devils by himself, we’d 

probably have long died out.” 

... 

They faced quite a few alone, while Ye Yuan practically faced more than a dozen, or even more, by 

himself. 

He kept on charging at the forefront. It was equivalent to being a sharp blade. The enemies encountered 

were naturally also the most. 

Furthermore, Ye Yuan’s fighting style without regard for his life also repelled a large group of bone 

devils. 

It was because of this that there were only some remaining bone devils left for the others to handle. The 

pressure naturally reduced significantly. 

Everyone understood in their hearts that if not for Ye Yuan, they would have long been completely 

annihilated. No one could think about getting out alive. 

There was a wave of laughter and gaily chatting. 

But Ye Yuan did not smile. 

On the contrary, he had a solemn look on his face right now. 



“What’s wrong, Brother Ye?” Song Yu asked. He was currently rejoicing, but then he saw Ye Yuan’s 

solemn look, immediately reining in his smile. 

Ye Yuan frowned and said, “These bone devils were clearly controlled by the emperor bone. If this is his 

last measure, he should stop us at all costs. But ... this bone devil army completely scattered!” 

One sentence made everyone’s heart turn cold. 

And right at this time, on top of the bone mountain, another skeleton ... slowly stood up. 

Yes, just one! 

But everyone’s eyes immediately became wide-saucers. The feeling called despair was spreading in 

everyone’s hearts. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1989: Bone Devil Three Swords 

“E-Empyrean bone devil! How ... How can this be?” 

Before their eyes, there was just one bone devil. 

The undulation emitting off of this bone devil made everyone feel terror. What was this if not an 

Empyrean level bone devil? 

No one could have expected that going through all kinds of hardships and difficulties to arrive at the 

opposite shore, what awaited them was an Empyrean level bone devil. 

No wonder this emperor bone was never taken by people despite being placed here for so many years. 

Crack! 

Crack! 

Crack! 

The Empyrean bone devil walked toward everyone step by step. Each step it took, was like stepping on 

everyone’s hearts, making people palpitate with fear and anxiety. 

That might which blotted out the skies and covered the earth made everyone almost suffocate. 

“Run!” 

Finally, someone could not resist and turned around and ran away. 

That child of destiny even used his strength to suckle, his speed swift to the extreme. 

Ye Yuan did not move, staring fixedly at the Empyrean bone devil. 

It was only to see the bone devil’s skeleton claw slowly raise up, and then lightly flicked. A streak of light 

blue flowing light tore across the night sky, accurately hitting that child of destiny who fled. 

Bang! 

The child of destiny directly exploded in the air, leaving not even residue behind. 
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Everyone sucked in a mouthful of cold air, being shocked speechless by this scene. 

Strong! 

Too strong! 

This was the strength of an Empyrean level bone devil. It made people unable to give rise to the slightest 

thought of resisting at all. 

There was no chance of escaping. 

As for joining hands to deal with this Empyrean bone devil ... don’t joke around! Even if put everyone 

together, it was also not enough to fill the crevices between his teeth. 

Right at this time, Ye Yuan suddenly spoke up, “Senior, we came for the emperor bone. I wonder how 

we can get the emperor bone?” 

The Empyrean bone devil turned its head rather mechanically, looking toward Ye Yuan. 

The other people’s hearts leaped to their throats. Was this guy seeking death? He still wanted the 

emperor bone at this time? 

Being stared at by the bone devil’s pair of holes, although Ye Yuan was startled, he did not panic. 

He discovered that this bone devil had its own intelligence! 

If it was the same as those bone devils previously, this Empyrean bone devil would have long annihilated 

them all, why would it wait until now? 

To this Empyrean bone devil, this was merely a matter of raising a hand. 

Hence, he asked boldly. 

The bone devil’s pitch-black eyes stared at Ye Yuan and did not speak either, the air seemingly solidified. 

Suddenly, the bone devil opened that skeleton mouth, the lower jaws moved, using a dry voice to say 

“As long as there’s someone ... who can receive three of my sword moves, they can ... take away ... His 

Excellency’s remains.” 

“Hiss!” 

Everyone drew another mouthful of cold air. 

Receiving three of your sword moves ... who could still survive? 

Forget about three sword moves, even one sword move could not be received either! 

This joke was too much. 

Ye Yuan looked at the bone devil and asked again, “Is it that if we can’t receive these three sword 

moves, we can’t leave?” 

Everyone’s faces turned intent. Thinking of that guy who was instantly killed just now, they could not 

help feeling a chill in their hearts. 



Who knew that that bone devil shook its head and said, “As long as you block one sword move, you can 

leave. These three sword moves, I’ll suppress my strength to the same realm as you.” 

The bone devil seemed to have found the feeling, becoming much smoother when talking. 

And when the group of children of destiny heard this, they immediately heaved a big sigh in relief. 

If it unleashed this sword with Empyrean Realm, then no one needed to play anymore. 

“Then ... if there are several people at the same time who receive Senior’s three sword moves, what 

then?” Ye Yuan asked again. 

This time, the bone devil replied very quickly, “First come, first serve.” 

Everyone’s eyes lit up. Someone immediately stepped forward and said, “I’ll go first!” 

This person’s strength was not weak; he was also a middle-stage Fourth Firmament True God 

powerhouse. 

They were all children of destiny, avowed that their strength stood head and shoulders above all others. 

At least, they would not lose to same rank martial artists! 

“Idiot!” Zhou Yu could not resist scolding under his breath. 

The Empyrean bone devil did not say much, directly pulling out a bone from its rib. 

Then, the shape of that bone actually started transforming, finally turning into a bone sword that was 

neither short nor long. 

“Empyrean spirit treasure!” Ye Yuan’s pupils constricted slightly as he cried out in surprise. 

The others had clearly seen the actual situation too. Just now, they completely did not feel it. They did 

not expect that, in a blink of an eye, this Empyrean bone devil actually magicked out an empyrean spirit 

treasure. 

That child of destiny’s pupils also shrunk slightly, revealing a solemn look. 

“Receive three sword moves, then this empyrean spirit treasure will also belong to the person. I give you 

all three days’ time to recover divine essence. Three days later, I’ll attack.” 

The bone devil said nonchalantly, then immediately sat down cross-legged on the spot. 

Three days’ time arrived in a twinkle. Everyone swallowed medicinal pills, their divine essence also 

pretty much recovered. 

The bone devil and that child of destiny stood facing each other. The bone devil opened its mouth and 

said indifferently, “Now, this Empyrean is drawing his sword.” 

The moment his voice faded, he stabbed the bone sword in his hand out indifferently. 

Swish ... 

The air emitted a whistling sound. A horrifying undulation closed in on that child of destiny. 



The child of destiny also made his move! 

The long spear was akin to a long rainbow cutting across the sky, flying straight for that sword. 

There was no fierce divine essence collision like imagined. The long spear in the child of destiny’s hands 

turned into a pile of dust under this sword. 

Then, his entire person was also sliced into countless chunks, dissipating with the wind. 

His entire person seemed to have been weathered away. 

Everyone’s pupils, including Ye Yuan’s, all shrunk. 

They knew that this Empyrean’s sword move would be very strong. But they did not expect that it would 

be strong to such an extent. 

That child of destiny also stormed over together with them. 

Not saying that his strength was extremely strong, but it was at least not considered weak among this 

group of people. 

However, he could not even block the Empyrean bone devil’s one sword move! 

The power of this sword move absolutely far surpassed the standard of a Fourth Firmament True God. 

Even a Fifth Firmament True God was likely also completely not a match. 

This was still just the first sword move. Then the second sword move and third sword move, how 

terrifying would they be? 

Everyone could not help feeling a chill run down their spines. This Empyrean bone devil’s strength was 

too horrifying. 

“Next!” 

The Empyrean bone devil clearly did not plan on giving everyone time to be afraid and directly wanted 

to start the next round. 

This time, no one jumped out. 

No one dared to go and receive this sword. 

“If there’s no one, this Empyrean will pick,” the Empyrean bone devil said coolly. 

Everyone’s faces changed but saw the Empyrean bone devil extend his bone finger, and then he pointed 

at one of the children of destiny. 

That child of destiny immediately felt his scalp tingle. The others also slightly heaved a sigh in relief. 

That child of destiny stood there, his feet seemingly rooted to the spot, unable to even more. 

“Not accepting the battle, directly annihilate.” The Empyrean bone devil went straight to the point. 

That child of destiny’s face changed. Directly being annihilated, that was annihilating with the strength 

of Empyrean Realm. 



If that was the case, he had even less of a chance. 

Bracing himself, he stepped forward. 

Then, the result did not have the least bit of surprise. He was obliterated with one sword move! 

Following that, the Empyrean bone devil started picking several more people. But no one could receive a 

single move of his. 

These Fourth Firmament True God proud sons of heaven were as feeble as tofu in front of this sword. 

There were roughly close to 40 people who made it through the bone devil army. 

The remaining were virtually all elites among elites. But in a blink of an eye, another seven to eight died. 

The Empyrean bone devil’s finger was just like a death-hastening talisman. 

Whoever it pointed to, they died! 

After the Empyrean bone devil annihilated a child of destiny, his finger pointed, landing on Zhou Yu. 

Zhou Yu’s face changed, toughening his scalp and stepping out of the ranks. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1990: Different Appraisal 

Zhou Yu’s complexion was somewhat pale. No one knew whether it was because he was somewhat 

nervous or because he was afraid. 

Walking in front of the Empyrean bone devil, Zhou Yu took out that empyrean spirit treasure and drew a 

deep breath. 

Suddenly, he swung his rod horizontally, with the aura on his body suddenly changing. A profound 

power of law wrapped around him. 

“What powerful law undulations! It turned out that this is his true strength!” 

“Those people previously are far too lacking compared to Zhou Yu!” 

“Maybe he can really block this sword.” 

... 

When experts make their move, the genuine and the fake would become clear at a glance. 

Although Zhou Yu was still accumulating momentum, the law undulations on his body clearly far 

surpassed those powerhouses of the same rank. 

Him striking a powerhouse of the same rank dead with a blow, what he relied on was not just an 

empyrean spirit treasure. 

When fighting with Ye Yuan previously, he did not use his full strength either. 

The Empyrean bone devil still stabbed indifferently, sweeping away all obstacles in the way. 
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Zhou Yu gave a loud cry and suddenly slammed his rod out. 

At the places where the rod passed by, fine cracks would appear in space. 

“One Staff Questioning the Heavens!” 

Two formidable forces collided together directly, immediately stirring up a horrifying air billow, blowing 

until everyone’s face hurt. 

A muffled groan came out of Zhou Yu’s mouth as if being hit by a sledgehammer, directly being struck to 

the ground. He was wildly spewing out a mouthful of fresh blood. 

Zhou Yu’s complexion was white as paper, already sustaining heavy injuries. 

However, he did not have despair on his face. Instead, he had a look of joy. 

He blocked this sword, completing this impossible task. 

Up to this point, he was the first genius martial artist to perform to this step. 

He had reason to be proud! 

But right at this time, the bone devil lightly spat two words out of his mouth, “Too weak!” 

That tone seemed to be rather disappointed. 

Zhou Yu’s expression turned stiff. The joy from a moment ago immediately evaporated into thin air. 

This ... This was weak? 

Then how strong was the power that the other party was comparing with? 

Everyone drew a mouthful of cold air. Someone as powerful as Zhou Yu actually could not receive this 

Empyrean bone devil’s sword move either. 

Just how strong was this sword move? 

In their eyes, the Zhou Yu who was already close to being invincible actually became too weak when 

reaching the Empyrean bone devil’s mouth. 

This appraisal made people breakdown! 

“Senior displayed this sword with Empyrean cultivation realm but appraised me as too weak, I ... I’m 

unconvinced!” Zhou Yu gritted his teeth and said. 

To them, these proud children of heaven, this kind of humiliation was even more uncomfortable than 

killing him. 

Hence, even though he knew that the Empyrean bone devil was exceedingly powerful, Zhou Yu still 

expressed his refusal to give in. 

The Empyrean bone devil looked at him and said coolly, “The geniuses in our era, they should be able to 

easily defeat me with regards to the first sword move.” 

When these words came out, the audience burst into an uproar. 



Such a horrifying sword move, it could easily be defeated? 

Just how horrifying were the geniuses of that era? 

They did not doubt the truth of these words, because the Empyrean bone devil completely did not have 

a need to lie about this sort of thing. 

“Next one.” 

The Empyrean bone devil ignored everyone’s astonishment, raised his bone finger, and actually pointed 

at Song Yu. 

Song Yu’s complexion was deathly pale. With his strength, he absolutely could not block this sword. 

Suddenly, a figure blocked in front of him and said coolly, “Senior, let me try.” 

Looking at this back view, Song Yu’s eyes were full of gratitude. Somewhat choking, he said, “B-Brother 

Ye.” 

Ye Yuan turned his head and said smilingly, “This sword is rather interesting, I want to give it a shot. Let 

me do it.” 

Song Yu had a touched expression, and with a nod, he said, “Be careful, Brother Ye!” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head, turned to look at the Empyrean bone devil, and said, “Senior, make your 

move.” 

The bone devil did not say a word and stabbed another sword out. 

Directly facing this sword move, Ye Yuan finally experienced the might of this sword. 

The Empyrean bone devil launched this move with Second Firmament True God divine essence. But the 

power of this move was sufficient to instantly kill Fourth Firmament True Gods. 

Within the same realm, it was simply an invincible existence. 

Feeling the piercing cold sword intent, Ye Yuan immediately drew his sword and made his move. 

“Sword ... Hollow ... Etch!” 

A space annihilating aura instantly spread out. 

All of the children of destiny, their faces changed drastically. 

Too terrifying! 

Feng Xiaotian’s pupils constricted and he cried out in shock, “It’s here! It’s this move!” 

This was his first time seeing Ye Yuan display this sword from start to finish. That breathtaking feeling 

was like he saw a beautiful girl, causing his heart palpitating with excitement. 

This sword was peerless among its contemporaries! 

The last time, he only saw the conclusion and did not see the process. 



This time, he saw it all. 

He was really unable to imagine that there was actually someone in this world who could display such a 

perfect sword. 

After witnessing Zhou Yu’s One Staff Questioning the Heavens, he knew that if there was someone 

capable of truly blocking this sword, it would be none other than Ye Yuan. 

Originally, he did not know Zhou Yu’s trump card. 

He knew that perhaps Zhou Yu could have the strength to rival Ye Yuan. After all, his realm was much 

higher than Ye Yuan. 

But now, he knew that even if Zhou Yu displayed One Staff Questioning the Heavens, he was likely not 

Ye Yuan’s match either. 

Because he had seen Sword Hollow Etch’s terrifying power with his own eyes before. 

One Staff Questioning the Heavens could not do it. 

But now, the Empyrean bone devil was displaying this sword at Second Firmament True God. Facing the 

same rank Ye Yuan, he might not be able to win! 

Zhou Yu looked at Ye Yuan’s proud figure and actually felt ashamed of his unworthiness. 

It turned out that this was Ye Yuan’s true killing move! 

Compared to Ye Yuan, he was nothing! 

“Go!” 

Two swords were akin to two comets, colliding in the air in a blink of an eye. 

Bang! 

Sword Hollow Etch smashed the bone devil’s sword like crushing dead leaves, carrying an imposing 

momentum that pressed forward with an indomitable will, aiming straight for the bone devil’s main 

body. 

But right at this time, the bone devil casually waved, like chasing away flies. 

Sword Hollow Etch evaporated into thin air as if it had never appeared before. 

The power of an Empyrean was unbelievably formidable! 

The crowd was silent. 

No one could have thought that such a conclusion would actually occur. 

Suddenly, the Empyrean bone devil slowly opened his mouth and said, “Not bad, you’re ... very strong!” 

Everyone turned pale with fright. This appraisal was extraordinary! 

About Zhou Yu’s breathtaking rod move earlier, the Empyrean bone devil’s evaluation was that the 

former’s move was too weak. 



But now, his appraisal of Ye Yuan was actually very strong! 

“How can this Ye Yuan be so strong?” 

“According to the Empyrean bone devil’s criteria, can Ye Yuan’s strength already rival their era’s 

geniuses?” 

“Is ... this a true genius?” 

... 

Hearing this evaluation, all of the children of destiny were dumbstruck with shock. 

Each one of them grew up amidst praises. Their strength had also always overpowered their peers. 

But now, their brilliance was overshadowed under the Empyrean bone devil’s one comment. 

The only dazzling light was Ye Yuan! 

Zhou Yu’s pupils constricted. He wished to find a hole in the ground to tunnel into right now. 

He had always viewed Ye Yuan as an enemy. Only now did he understand that he did not have the 

qualifications to become Ye Yuan’s enemy at all. 

Ye Yuan’s complexion was rather pale. This sword practically drained his divine essence dry. 

“Thank you very much for Senior’s praise!” Ye Yuan cupped his fists and said. 

“Do you still want to continue?” The bone devil asked. 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and said firmly, “Continue!” 


